CLUB ACHIEVEMENT | CLUB OPERATIONS
Introduction
Like all professional associations with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Ad 2 Hawaii faced
unprecedented challenges in the 2020-2021 term. The constant uncertainties as posed by local mandates
and major shifts in Hawaii’s economy were factors that influenced our greatest hurdles when it came to
membership growth and engagement, finances, and long-term planning. This left our leaders in our
organization always planning for the worst, but hoping for the best.
In our 52nd year serving in our local advertising industry, we consciously used this term to
strengthen the foundation that previous members built, while positioning Ad 2 Hawaii to where it could
thrive once circumstances improve. To accomplish this, Ad 2 Hawaii’s Executive Committee started the
term by outlining the following goals:
1. Build and strengthen a collaborative network with other advertising, marketing, and
communications organizations in Hawaii.
2. Increase membership count by at least 10% and achieve a renewal rate of at least 20% in order to
maintain our club’s longevity.
3. Provide professional and personal growth opportunities for our members through leadership roles
and team initiatives.
4. Support fiscal management and responsibility with consistent reporting and analysis of club
expenses.

Goal #1: Build and strengthen a collaborative network with other advertising, marketing, and
communications organizations in Hawaii.
Method #1: Partner with a professional marketing association to execute an educational event.
To begin cultivating close partnerships with local organizations like Ad 2 Hawaii, we first
focused on planning an event with the Hawaii chapter of American Marketing Association (AMA
Hawaii). Compared to other associations in Hawaii, AMA Hawaii is the most similar to our organization
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in terms of industry, audience, and programming. Because of this, our two organizations collectively
decided to plan an educational panel event that relates to both advertising and marketing. We wanted to
focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion in Hawaii since both clubs incorporate such topics in our annual
programming.
The webinar, “Navigating Through Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: How Brands Can Help Shape
the Future,” occurred on September 24, 2020 on Zoom (Exhibit 1). We invited four guests to share their
knowledge; one national and three local speakers. We were grateful to have Michelle Ngome, President of
the African American Marketing Association; Dr. Akiemi Glenn, Founder and Director of the Pōpolo
Project; Francine Beppu, board member of Honolulu Pride and Network Strategy Director at NMG
Network; and Dan Epstein, President and CEO of Special Olympics Hawaii (Exhibit 2). The four
speakers shared insights on how Hawaii’s advertising community can further include the voices of
African Americans, LGBTQ+, and individuals with disabilities. A half-hour Q&A period opened up at
the end of the session.
Results: Leading up to the event, Ad 2 Hawaii and AMA Hawaii were equally responsible for
event marketing. There were a total of 52 registrants which included members from both organizations
and other professionals in the community. Promoting the event through both organizations helped us
garner a higher-than-usual attendance. Working with AMA Hawaii was also mutually satisfying. Both
sides were very responsive and responsible. This collaboration opened up opportunities for our teams to
work together again through other events later in the term.

Method #2: Develop and launch a collaborative philanthropic campaign with multiple membership
organizations.
Thanks to the ease of planning and executing an event with AMA Hawaii, we unanimously
agreed with their leadership team that another collaborative project would benefit both organizations and
our members, while further strengthening our relationship. To that end, we collectively spearheaded a
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holiday fundraising campaign and invited two additional local chapters of national organizations to join:
American Advertising Federation (AAF Hawaii) and Public Relations Society of America (PRSA
Hawaii). We officially named our group the “Holiday Hui” because in Hawaiian, a “hui” is an
organization or group of people that are brought together by a cause or mission.
With the pandemic that significantly impacted Hawaii’s economy, many families faced financial
challenges so we wanted to bring joy to those in need, especially during the holiday season. All four clubs
voted for our fundraiser recipient to be Salvation Army Hawaii in support of their Angel Tree campaign, a
program that provides gifts and necessities to children and seniors across Hawaii (Exhibit 3). We set a
fundraising goal of $3,000—a feasible goal but enough to always keep our team motivated.
To raise these funds, the Holiday Hui collaborated on campaign development such as a donation
website landing page (Exhibit 4), marketing collateral (Exhibit 5), a giveaway activation (Exhibit 6), and
the overall communications plan. All clubs were responsible for promoting the fundraiser to each of our
membership bases and additional audiences. Once we launched on November 10, 2020, Ad 2 Hawaii used
social media and email marketing to encourage our members and network to donate (Exhibit 7).
Results: With everyone’s efforts and contributions, we raised $2,741 during the one month
campaign and PRSA Hawaii distributed a wrap-up news release on behalf of the Holiday Hui (Exhibit 8).
Though just shy of our goal, all organizations collectively agreed that this project was a success given that
it was the first time any of the advertising, marketing, and communication associations in Hawaii came
together to fundraise for a great cause. The overall sentiment from each team was that it was a fun
opportunity to meet leaders in other organizations, learn about the similarities and differences of the
clubs, and strengthen our networks. A shared Slack workspace that was created during the early planning
stages—fittingly called “Hawaii Clubs Collab”— was consciously kept open and maintained by all
groups with the intention of using it for future collaborations.
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Method #3: Host a collective “mega mixer” with all major advertising, marketing, and
communications clubs in Hawaii.
Further building upon our fresh partnerships and working relationships with organizations from
the Holiday Hui, leaders from all four clubs expressed interest in planning a virtual networking event for
our members. Joining this time around were the local chapters of American Institute for Graphic Arts
(AIGA Honolulu) and Sales and Marketing Executives (SME Honolulu).
SYNERGY was held via Zoom on the evening of February 25, 2021 where the program started
with a brief cocktail-making lesson taught by the owner of a local bar (Exhibit 9). Following the
demonstration were two separate breakout room sessions and members were encouraged to meet new
people. We also played an advertising-themed trivia game for a chance to win prizes and further engage
attendees through the end of the event. The Zoom session was left open for attendees who wanted to stay
on to catch up with friends or continue talking with new connections. After the event, all event registrants
were added to an exclusive LinkedIn group to encourage further networking (Exhibit 10).
Results: Through the strong efforts from all clubs, the virtual event was a success as it
contributed to our efforts to build a more robust network with other professional organizations in the
industry. 43 people attended the mega mixer and many expressed that they enjoyed the opportunity to
connect with others from all of the major membership associations in Hawaii. In a debrief meeting a few
days following the event, representatives from all six organizations collectively agreed that SYNERGY
was valuable for their members and expressed interest in another collaborative event.

Goal #2: Increase membership count by at least 10% and achieve a renewal rate of at least 20% in order
to maintain our club’s longevity.
Method #1: Recruit new members through a membership discount promotion.
Every Fall for the past several years, Ad 2 Hawaii has been hosting in-person membership drive
events to garner interest from potential new members and invite them to join our organization with a
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membership due discount when they sign up or renew on site. While this is typically a large social
networking event that draws in many young professionals, this year we had to take a different approach to
attract new members.
To get a clear sense of which membership benefits that potential prospects may or may not
value—especially since the pandemic affected many of our in-person “crowd favorites” such as monthly
networking happy hours, educational programs, big fundraising events and more—we turned to our
current members. In August 2020, we distributed a feedback survey to all active members via email
(Exhibit 11). Unfortunately, of the 40 recipients, only two people completed the form so our Membership
Chair directly reached out to the most recently active members via phone to collect feedback and gain
insight into where young professionals’ priorities remain. The most significant takeaway was that this
demographic was now much more conservative with their spending as some found themselves without a
job as a result of the pandemic or somehow financially impacted by the declining economy.
With this in mind, we launched a month-long online membership promotion in September 2020.
New and returning members of Ad 2 Hawaii would receive 50% off the annual membership fee. The
discount was promoted exclusively via online communication channels to meet our target audience:
innovative and ambitious young professionals under the age of 32. We published a series of social posts
that highlighted the deep discount on the image (Exhibit 12). The discount was further promoted via a
dedicated e-blast (Exhibit 13) to our entire email database containing current, expired, and lapsed
members, along with contacts in the local advertising community. To reach new audiences who fit our
target demographic, we advertised the promotion by boosting three of the Instagram posts throughout
September. With a total budget of $100, the Instagram ads garnered 66 website clicks, reached 11,268
people, and hit 17,921 impressions (Exhibit 14).
Results: This approach was a success because at the end of the one month promotion, our
membership count increased by 13%, surpassing our goal of 10%.
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Method #2: Retain expiring members using a membership management platform.
In August 2020, we invested in the membership management software, Wild Apricot (Exhibit
15), as a tool to help increase member retention. We previously used an Excel sheet to list our members
and pertinent details such as join date, employer, age, etc., making the data susceptible to human error.
Regular monitoring and updating of the spreadsheet was required by our Membership Committee, along
with noting any upcoming expirations, sending a reminder email, and following up as necessary. Wild
Apricot helped with the organization of our member database and more importantly, it had the ability to
trigger automated emails for membership renewals and sign-ups. The platform allowed us to set up a
series of automated renewal reminder emails (Exhibit 16) to encourage existing members to renew their
membership online in a timely manner.
Results: Since implementing Wild Apricot, 30% of expiring memberships were renewed for
another year, exceeding our original goal of 20%.

Goal #3: Provide professional and personal growth opportunities for our members through leadership
roles and team initiatives.
Method #1: Involve and engage members in our annual public service campaign.
Gaining hands-on experience is one of the greatest opportunities that comes with being an Ad 2
Hawaii member. Every year, the Public Service Committee develops a pro bono advertising and
marketing campaign for a selected local nonprofit client, valued in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
This flagship program of Ad 2 Hawaii gives our members the chance to learn by doing, while exploring
the aspects of marketing and advertising they enjoy when it comes to deciding a career path.
To involve many of our new and existing members with this invaluable opportunity, we promoted
and recruited involvement with this year’s campaign that kicked off in September 2020. To do so, we
announced the client selection on social media (Exhibit 17) and included a call to action for members to
get involved in the upcoming campaign by joining the Public Service Committee.
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At the first official committee meeting in October 2020, a total of 11 members were in attendance
(Exhibit 18) which was a strong start considering that in the past few years, the Public Service committee
consisted of five to seven people on average. Since then, an additional two members have joined and all
13 individuals continue to be active and engaging team members.
Results: The consistent consistent support and involvement of members in the committee is a
testament to the value that the annual public service campaign offers the young professionals, and vice
versa. Within the committee alone, there are a multitude of opportunities for hands-on lessons in
advertising education, teamwork, project management, client relations, strategic development, creative
production, and more. Although not a measurable progress, we’re confident that the members who
supported this year’s campaign have significantly grown both professionally and personally.

Goal #4: Support fiscal management and responsibility with consistent reporting and analysis of club
expenses.
Method #1: Track and report all club income and expenses on a regular basis.
After Hawaii’s economy experienced a significant decrease and with the looming unknown of
when it would recover, being fiscally responsible was a pertinent task this term. Though the amount of
monthly expenses greatly decreased compared to previous years thanks to the lack of in-person events and
activities, we continued to track expenses regularly. This was also important because our large, in-person
fundraising events were on hold for the foreseeable future and there were no immediate plans to bring in
significant amounts of funds during this term since Ad 2 Hawaii was financially comfortable at the start
of the pandemic. With this in mind, our Treasurer and Executive Committee developed brief quarterly
reports of our income and expenses (Exhibit 19) and presented it to the Board of Directors every three
months.
Results: Being provided with a quick snapshot of our financial position every quarter allowed our
club leadership to get a pulse on where Ad 2 Hawaii always stood and allowed us to pivot or re-strategize
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any financial decisions if needed. By reviewing these reports at the beginning of the term, we were able to
cut many unnecessary expenses and invest in other organization-wide resources and tools, such as
subscriptions to Slack (a collaborative communication platform) and Monday (a project management
platform). These virtual workspaces helped our members maintain tight communication and teamwork
during a year of working from home.

Conclusion
Though this term was not what any of our Ad 2 Hawaii leaders expected, our organization still
remained true to our core values: networking, connection, philanthropy, public service, education, and
growth. We are proud of how nimbly we navigated through these extraordinary times and are confident
that we have strengthened the foundation of which previous members laid before us while setting up Ad 2
Hawaii for future success.

###
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Exhibit1
Navigating DE&I - Event Flyer
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Exhibit 2
Navigating DE&I - Live Zoom Webinar
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Exhibit 3
Holiday Hui - Salvation Army Hawaii Angel Tree

Presidents from each of the four participating Holiday Hui organizations

Angel Tree’s physical set up at local mall
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Exhibit 4
Holiday Hui - Website Donation Landing Page
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Exhibit 5
Holiday Hui - Online Marketing Collateral / Campaign Branding
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Exhibit 6
Holiday Hui - Giveaway Activation
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Exhibit 7
Holiday Hui - Social Media Posts and E-blast
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Exhibit 8
Holiday Hui - Post-Campaign News Release
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Exhibit 9
SYNERGY - Live Zoom Event
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Exhibit 10
SYNERGY - Event Attendee LinkedIn Group
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Exhibit 11
Membership Feedback Survey
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Exhibit 12
Online Membership Promotion - Social Media Creative
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Exhibit 13
Online Membership Promotion - E-blast
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Exhibit 14
Online Membership Promotion - Social Media Boosted Posts Analytics
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Exhibit 15
Wild Apricot Membership Platform - Admin View
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Exhibit 16
Wild Apricot Platform - Automated Emails

Renewal Reminder Email Example

Automated Emails Developed in Wild Apricot
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Exhibit 17
Public Service Call for Committee Members - Social Media Posts
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Exhibit 18
Public Service - First Committee Meeting
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Exhibit 19
Club Finances - Quarterly Financial Samples
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